APPENDIX B: RESPONSES TO THE NOP

From: Lisa Seals [mailto:lisaseals5@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2017 8:52 PM
To: David Mohlenbrok
Subject: NOP Quarry Row Subdivision

Hello Mr. Mohlenbrok,
My family lives on Winners Circle directly behind the proposed Quarry Row
Subdivision. We are very concerned about the impact the development will have on our
neighborhood especially regarding the open feel and views of our neighborhood (very
few 2 story buildings in the vicinity) and the potential increase in traffic and students for
the nearby elementary school . We are also unsure how our property values will be
affected if this development proceeds. We would like to know if these concerns will be
addressed at the Scoping meeting set for April 5th, or if there will be another forum in
which neighbors such as ourselves can have concerns addressed.
Respectfully,
The Seals Family

From: JoAnn Dusky [mailto:jadsky1@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, March 10, 2017 4:51 PM
To: Nathan Anderson
Subject: My statement regarding the environmental impact report for the proposed Quarry Row
Subdivision

Dear Nathan Anderson,
Our family lives on Surrey Ct in Rocklin. After reading your environmental impact
report for the Quarry Row subdivision I would like to advise you that no study
was done concerning these new homeowners using Tuttle Drive as a shortcut to
get to Sierra Meadows Dr. Having lived on Surrey Ct for more than 27 years I
can tell you that motorists are constantly speeding on Tuttle Drive and using it
as a shortcut. It is my opinion that if these houses are built there should be
speedbumps placed in at least two locations on Tuttle Dr. The city of Roseville
uses them in their older neighborhoods. They will slow down the traffic. I will not
be able to attend the environmental impact meeting. I would like this concern
submitted for discussion.
Thank you for your help in this matter.
JoAnn Dusky
3424 Surrey Ct
Rocklin 95677

From: Casey Smith [mailto:csmith@caseysmithconsulting.com]
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 11:01 AM
To: David Mohlenbrok
Subject: Comments on Proposed Quarry Row NOP

Hello Mr. Mohlenbrok,
Please see my specific comments below on the NOP for the Proposed Quarry Row
Subdivision Project. To summarize—I’m concerned about converting this commercial
land to residential given the long-standing nature, and apparent long-standing City plan,
to maintain Pacific Avenue as a commercial corridor. While I recognize that the City has
plenty of commercial space that goes unused (a problem in and of itself) as well as a
shortage of housing given current demand, I also recognize the long-term vision for a
primary downtown commercial corridor and how that vision somewhat conflicts with a
residential subdivision. The housing developments located south/southeast behind the
project site are distinguished from the proposed development because they are somewhat
set back off the Pacific Avenue commercial corridor, creating a logical buffer between
business and residential that is commonplace in suburban settings such as ours. This
project would be much improved, from my perspective, if it included a commercial
element that fronted Pacific Avenue with housing behind.
Maybe this re-configuring of Pacific Avenue works and improves the downtown region,
but it needs to be considered holistically in concert with overall City goals for full
buildout. Therefore, I am requesting that Land Use be properly assessed in the EIR being
prepared for the proposed project, in addition to other issue areas discussed below.
Land Use
The change in land use and rezone may introduce an incompatible land use with the
surrounding commercial properties on Pacific Avenue as well as the City of Rocklin’s
own plans.
• Per the General Plan Land Use Element (City of Rocklin General Plan, Land Use
Element, October 2012), the City’s Redevelopment Plan, amended in 2004, has
the goal of strengthening “retail and other commercial functions in the downtown
area” (p. 4A-3). The proposed development may conflict with this goal.
• Note that I have been unable to locate online the City’s "Redevelopment Plan" or
the "Downtown Rocklin Plan,” referenced in the General Plan Land Use Element
(2012) to look in better detail whether this proposed development would comport
or conflict with them. However, I did find a March 1988, “Rocklin Downtown
Revitalization Plan and Design Guidelines” document online
(at: http://www.rocklin.ca.us/sites/main/files/fileattachments/downtown_revitalization_plan.pdf). This document, prepared by
Wade Associates and Foothill Design Group, appears to show the project site as
some kind of “Gateway Commercial Corridor,” though the images are poor
quality so it’s difficult to tell. The proposed development may conflict with this
plan.
• The General Plan Land Use Element (2012) also references a 2006 Downtown
Rocklin Plan (p. 4A-4), and states “The focus of the new plan is to address land

use mix (particularly providing for more residential living units incorporated in
commercially designed projects)….” Notwithstanding the confusing verbiage
here, the proposed project would be a free-standing subdivision and not
“incorporated" into a commercial project. In fact, it would replace any potential
commercial project that could have existed on the site. If the proposed
development were to be fronted on Pacific Avenue with commercial space, then
this would be more agreeable project for the area. The proposed development may
conflict with this plan.
General Plan policies that my be violated with the proposed project include:
• LU-16: To the extent feasible, require that new development in areas contiguous
to neighboring jurisdictions be compatible with those existing land uses.
• LU-31: Promote and renew as needed, the Pacific Street…corridor business
districts in order to provide diversified business opportunities…
• LU-30: Implement the Downtown Rocklin Plan…to provide a clear and strong
economic identity to the core downtown area.
• LU-39: Implement the Downtown Rocklin Plan to address…promotion
opportunities to provide clear and strong economic identity to the core downtown
area.
• LU-66: Consider the effects of land use and decisions on the South Place
subregion jobs/housing balance.
Aesthetics
The proposed project purports to insert a high density residential development amidst
largely commercial developments along a primary commercial corridor. Arguably, there
may be some incompatibility with surrounding uses that would require adequate aesthetic
assessment so that the public and decision makers may compare proposed project effects
against CEQA thresholds.
Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas
This residential development will house 64 families (sensitive receptors) and will abut a
major commercial corridor that garners considerable vehicle traffic. The City has
conducted an air quality study for this project yet states it won’t include an air quality
section in the EIR (or presumably this study). This does not give the public and decision
makers a chance to properly compare study findings against CEQA thresholds. Please
consider including an air quality section in the EIR. The same comment applies to
Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
Biological Resources
The NOP is unclear on what exactly will appear in the EIR regarding biological
resources, but if native oak trees would be removed, then this impact requires full
evaluation in a biological resources section within the EIR and not just stuck in an
MMRP. As well, currently the site is sparsely developed with open space and often times
an overgrowth of ruderal grasses. The biology section should demonstrate that no specialstatus species have inhabited these trees and grasses during the decades in which they
have been present onsite and/or how the proposed project won’t impact any species that
may be present onsite. The biological resources evaluation conducted generally states
“based on the specific habit characteristics of subject property, no listed or special status

plant or wildlife species will be impacted…” (p. 2). This assertion may be true but should
be well delineated in an EIR section and not just blown off in a two-page bio memo.
Public Services
Schools: With 64 new single family homes can come hundreds of children. Even just
assuming 2 children per household, that is 128 new school-aged children. The City
should show how existing school facilities can handle this increase. If the effect is less
than significant, then the City should publicly demonstrate this.
Police/Emergency Services: When you abut 64 new homes to a high traffic, commercial
corridor, safety concerns arise, especially in regards to children traversing Pacific
Avenue. The City should demonstrate how our local police force and emergency service
system can handle foreseeable problems that will arise including, but not limited to:
unsafe and illegal jaywalking; increased traffic accidents; increased vehicle/human
interactions and accidents. If the effect is less than significant, then the City should
publicly demonstrate this.
Transportation and Traffic
The same comments applies here as for air quality. A study was conducted that found
impacts to be less than significant. These LTS impact should be demonstrated in an EIR
section so the public may compare the data against CEQA thresholds.
Thank you for taking the time to consider my comments. I’m a Rocklin resident and want
the best for my community. I always assumed that downtown revitalization would occur
and hoped it would include a more robust commercial atmosphere on Pacific Avenue.
One where residents can choose from a variety of restaurants, businesses, and activities.
If this residential development is a positive match for the downtown region, then I would
like that properly shown and illustrated by the CEQA document.
Best Regards,
Casey Smith
916-505-5176

From: Friederike Houser [mailto:houserfriederike22@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 11:06 AM
To: David Mohlenbrok
Subject: Quarry Row Subdivision Project

In reference to our meeting about the above Subdivision Project, we understand, people
need a home. With a constantly growing population, the need will not stop. But can it be
done with less impact and disturbance for the existing homeowners?
We own a house close to the new Development and would like to express our concerns
about the plan.
The density and height of the buildings is of great concern to us. The higher terrain and
the soil condition, is another concern. With so many roofs and roads, a heavy rainy
season may overpower the planned drainage ditches and flood the lower existing homes.
The plan is for two story homes, which will block the view for at least one row of
existing one story houses.
The plan is for 64 houses; assuming at least one car per house, more traffic, more
pollution. Parking: two to three cars per family - where is there enough parking space?
Commute time will be a traffic jam.
Streetlights and houselights will cause more light pollution. People will also add outdoor
lights to their houses.
Of course, there is always the chance of noisy neighbors, who disregard other peoples
rights.
Are there any plans for landscaping, planting trees to improve air quality?
Our main concern is, of course, just too many houses, too high. Half that number would
still be too many on such a small area.
Please give it some thought and consideration as if it was your neighborhood.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bill and Friederike Houser

